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Felix Wölk flies live volcanoes
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Inferno
Felix Wölk, Tobi Böck and 
Jochen Schweizer cycle through 
Italy to fly Europe’s three biggest 
live volcanoes. By Felix Wölk
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HARD WORK
Tobias Böck and Felix heading south 

through the vineyards of Trentino

Meeting the Austrian army in the Tyrol

Tobias, king of the flat tyre

Tobias, Jochen Schweizer and Felix, 
overnighting in a tiny hut on Vesuvius

ERUPTION
Stromboli’s north face. Jochen Schweizer 

soars the strong north wind

All photos: Felix Wölk

Post production: Florian Wagner / 
bavarianretouch.de

When we started planning this 
adventure, we had the idea of an 
eco-friendly trip. No aeroplanes, 

cars or cable-cars. The intention was to show what 
is possible with lightweight mountain gliders, 
following in the spirit of great mountaineers who 
cycled to the mountains before climbing them. 

Our goal was to cycle through Italy, north to 
south, in Europe’s winter. On the way we had a 
certain trilogy in mind: Mt Vesuvius, Mt Stromboli 
and Mt Etna, the three most active volcanoes in 
Europe. We wanted to climb and fly them. 

Through Italy
Our adventure started on 8th November in a barn 
in Reichenbach, southern Germany. Our modified 
road bikes were packed with tents, sleeping bags, 

my camera equipment and mountain gliders. The 
weight of our ‘Road Trains’ was out of space.

The first hurdle meant crossing the Alps, which 
towered up in front of us. The autumn Sun was 
standing low, and the deep valleys of Austria were 
cold. In the morning ice covered our sleeping bags.

The only way not to freeze was to keep our legs 
pumping. We climbed three mountain passes until 
we reached the border with Italy at Reschen, in the 
centre of the eastern Alps. Bella Italia lay in front 
of us. From now on my fuel would be red wine and 
caffe corretto, espresso with an alcohol kick. 

Italy is a cyclist’s heaven. Birds sing, church bells 
ring, and people encourage you from the side of 
the road, sometime breaking into applause as you 
pass. “Bravi atleti!” they shout. History passes by as 
your wheels roll round. 
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After riding through Alto Adige, Trentino, 
Lombardia and Emilia, we had made about 
1,300km when we arrived in Tuscany. We had 
been demolishing food as we rode, and here we 
realised our body weight had actually gone up – 
we’d each added an extra 3kg. This seemed strange 
to us, but anyway, we couldn’t change it. We 
needed it, so let’s eat! 

We headed down the straight road south to 
Lazio, into the centre of Rome. Cycling through 
its ancient ruins and cathedrals was like spending 
a day in an open-air museum. From Rome we 
followed the Adriatic coastal road, rode into La 
Campania and arrived at our first goal: Mount 
Vesuvius. 

Vesuvius, 1,281m
Mount Vesuvius stands above the city of Naples 
like the Sword of Damocles. Some 2,000 years ago 
its eruption killed thousands of people in Pompeii. 
Today, Vesuvius is the world’s most observed 
volcano – because an eruption now could be a 
fatal tragedy for millions. 

After meeting our friend Jochen at the harbour 
in Naples we pitched our tents in the meadows 
at the bottom of Vesuvius. It is not a difficult 
hike from there. Ducking below the radar of the 

national park authorities we climbed the mountain 
by a less-used route. After a three-hour hike we 
reached the crater in the afternoon. 

The sea’s humidity meant cloudbase had 
dropped. There was no chance for a flight. Three 
Italian mountain guides told us the crater trail 
would be closed at 3pm, but this didn’t bother us 
much. We had a mission… 

We waved goodbye in a friendly way and hid in 
the foggy bushes 100m below. By 4pm there was 
nobody around anymore. We waited in vain for 
the fog to clear but it didn’t. As night fell a tiny 
hut gave us protection from the increasingly cold 
wind. 

Rolled up in our gliders like sardines we decided 
to bivvy. At night the wind howled around the 
smoking crater. It was like spending the night on a 
powder keg, a sleeping monster. 

In the morning, soft sunbeams and an aqua-
blue sky. Our gliders filled with soft thermal 
winds that came up the southeasterly side. 
“Three, Two, One, Go!” and we were off! Below 
us lay Pompeii, the Adriatic Sea deep blue in 
the west. The city of Naples was waking in the 
north. We landed next to our tents and quickly 
packed and cycled away. Volcano number one 
was ours! 

InfernoInferno

CRATER RIM
Tobias kites in the soft morning thermals 
on the edge of Vesuvius
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ITALIAN STYLE
On the Amalfi coast, south of Naples

Southern Italy, with the country’s biggest 
olive trees

Tropea, a coastal city in Calabria

Jochen prepares to launch from 
Stromboli. In the background, a 

protection shelter for when the volcano 
errupts. It is made of concrete and steel

SMOKED ALIVE
Jochen, soaring the active crater of 

Stromboli

The southern road
Luck stayed with us. Endless sunshine seemed 
to follow us throughout our journey. A pearl of 
cycling awaited us south of Naples. The coastal 
road near Amalfi is known as one of Europe’s most 
beautiful spots for road bikers. Riding it in the 
wintertime is pure joy. There is little traffic and the 
steep cliffs fall down to the crystal clear sea. 

Leaving Campania and entering Cilento huge 
olive trees covered the mountains. Our bodies 
were used to cycling now, and the small climbs 
of the coastal roads came easily. The towns and 
villages showed African influences in terms of 
architecture. At the end of each day we lay down 
on white beaches to spend the night under a 
starlit sky. The sea was still warm enough to swim 
in at sunrise. Calabria’s seafood gave us energy 

like nothing before. One day, cycling as if in a 
trance, we covered 170km to Tropea. Soon Italy’s 
mainland would be behind us.

A month after setting out, on 8 December, we 
arrived at the tip of Italy’s boot. Fireworks lit up 
the sky, celebrating a local feast day. It felt like they 
were celebrating just for us.

The next day a ferry took us to Sicily. Another 
half day of cycling, and another boat and we 
reached the island of Stromboli – the second 
volcano on our list. It would become one of our 
greatest paragliding adventures.

Stromboli, 924m
Climbing Stromboli without a guide is prohibited. 
But, after 2,600km we didn’t feel like caring about 
rules that could jeopardise our mission. On top of 
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that, hiring a guide meant paying fees. We needed 
our bucks for food... 

We decided to climb Stromboli from the 
northeast, following a trail that is not well known. 
High plants gave us good camouflage at the start. 
About 500m above sea level the deep black north 
face was visible. A fantastic view. 

Above it, the active northern crater of Stromboli 
fumed nonstop. Thick sulphuric clouds rose up. 
They were blown into shapes by a stormy, pre-
frontal north wind. We didn’t see any chance for a 
take-off in this hostile scenery. 

Suddenly thunder met our ears. An eruption 
inside the crater sent thick black clouds skywards. 
They mixed with the white smoke and gave a 
devilish view that struck fear into our bones. 
Rocks thundered down the black north face and 
disappeared into the sea. We stared upwards, 
silently, before we climbed higher. 

We made our way up through black sand 
covered with lava bombs. Nonstop thunder came 
out of the crater, which was now covered with 
clouds. We reached the top of Stromboli in heavy 
fog and a 50km/h breeze. 

The thunder was getting loud. It felt terrifying, 
like a dark force crying for you. We decided to 
go down. About 200m below the summit the fog 

cleared. Then, still stormy, a dry air mass seemed 
to come in from the north. We prepared ourselves, 
hoping the wind would drop in the evening. At 
5pm the last heavy shower passed by the island’s 
leeside. Stromboli was free from cloud. 

The sharp-edged stones made it difficult to take 
off. Lines ripped off while trying to stabilise the 
wings in the strong winds. Tobi and Jochen took 
off. I tried to capture the scene from the ground 
first, then I got myself ready. 

The 19m2 wing bit into the breeze and lifted me 
up, straight to the thundering crater. By soaring 
the black north face the dynamic wind took us 
above the crater’s edge. While flying brakes-off 
to get shots I concentrated on not getting blown 
to far into the leeside. This would definitely mean 
game over. 

Deep down, inside the wind-driven fumes, there 
was still thunder rolling. I can hardly describe it. It 
felt like the call of evil beneath us. Tobi was gone. 
I saw him flying away with big ears. Jochen was 
doing a brave model job by soaring up and down 
the edge while I tried to get in position above him. 

It was getting dark when the wind calmed down 
slowly. We left this beautiful hell by following the 
island’s landscape. The white houses of the village 
looked like an oasis in a dark world made by fire. 
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In the dark our feet softly touched ground on a 
black beach. The 30-minute ride was one of the 
most exciting things we’d ever experienced. With 
flying Mt. Stromboli we had our second volcano in 
the bag.   

 
Etna, 3,350m
We took the boat back from Stromboli to 
Sicily, where we headed straight up into Sicily’s 
mountains. Wild horses, donkeys, wild pigs and 
sheep dot the lonely roads of the interior. Tree-
like cactus plants thrive here and we passed huge 
plantations of lemon and orange trees. 

On Sicily in December mellow fruits drop 
from the trees and cover the ground. Ahead of 
us, Etna was hidden behind the final mountain 
range that we still had to cross, but the streets 
were already covered with tons of ‘sabbia 
nera’, black sand, the result of extraordinary 
volcanic activity. Etna had been in the news 
for a week as it experienced a series of strong 
eruptions. 

It was cold and stormy when we reached the 
top of the Francavilla di Sicilia mountain pass. 
Then, this smoking monster stood before us. The 
silhouette of Europe’s biggest volcano loomed in 
the bright backlight of high noon. A huge snow-

white cone towered up from Sicily’s coast to 
3,350m altitude. 

It was another half day of cycling to get to Mt 
Etna’s east side. A small town called Zafferana 
Etnea was our base for our summit attempt. From 
this place a road leads up to an altitude of 2,000m. 
It is more long than steep and an easy climb. The 
following day we started our ascent by foot at 11am.

We followed a Jeep track that led upwards 
through red and black volcanic sand. After 
half an hour a green Land Rover stopped. Two 
park rangers inside told us that because of 
Etna’s volcanic activity, climbing the crater was 
forbidden. We were not allowed to go higher than 
2,400m. 

We showed a lot of reasonable understanding, 
turned around and pretended to descend. As 
soon as the Jeep was out of sight we disappeared 
in between the brown lava rocks of the 
national park’s wilderness. To climb the crater 
inconspicuously we put on black, brown and 
dark green clothes and covered our bright blue 
backpacks. Then we made our way around the 
cone to climb the crater from the southeasterly 
side, far away from anybody’s eyes.

The snow was covered with a thick layer 
of small pieces of lava from the most recent 

LAVA FIELDS
Mount Etna. The east face is a vast, 
impressive sea of frozen black lava. The 
3,000m glide from the summit to the sea 
seemed to go on forever. Pilots: Jochen 
Schweizer and Tobias Böck
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MISSION ACCOMPLISHED
Our goal: the crater of Mount Etna. 

Jochen, Tobias and Felix Wölk before 
their final glide down to the coast of Sicily

heavy eruptions. The climb was getting 
exhausting. One step forward meant two steps 
back in thick black sand. The ground was 
getting warm and heating our feet through our 
shoes. Soon sulphuric fumes bit in our lungs 
with every breath.

Close to the southern main crater there were 
fumes coming out of the ground everywhere. We 
made the last metres step by step. It was heavy 
breathing and nonstop coughing. 

Reaching the edge, the huge crater opened 
before our eyes. What a venomous throat, a toxic 
boiling bowl. Steam, fumes and smog came out of 
slots and crevasses that opened up to poisonous 
red ground. It was definitely time to leave.

 A soft southeasterly wind was blowing and soon 
another couple of thin paragliding lines fell victim 
to hot infernal rocks. And off we went! Away from 
this gigantic bomb with the glowing fuse. 

It was smooth evening air and we glided east. 
Dozens of small cones covered the territory 
around the main summit. A dark sea of black lava 
spread out below us. It was shaped in fossilised 
waves. Later, vegetation started. Trees with dead 
leaves formed shining yellow islands in the dark 
scenery below. 

Our 3,000m glide down seemed never ending. 
The coastline came closer and the sky turned 
to purple and blue in the evening. It was almost 

nightfall when we touched down on a soccer field 
in Zafferana. We had succeeded in flying Europe’s 
most active volcanoes. 

But with a view of Etna’s summit our party 
turned to sudden silence. A huge black cloud 
towered up from the crater we had launched from 
40 minutes before. Another heavy eruption. The 
column of smoke had a diameter of hundreds of 
metres. It expanded as it rose and was blown away 
by strong winds. We had been lucky.

Two days later my friends left. I had fallen in 
love with Italy, so I kept on cycling. In solitude I 
made my way through Sicily’s interior. After four 
more days in the saddle I reached the west. On 
the coast I meet Alessandro, an Italian cyclist. He 
was enthusiastic about my adventure and on the 
final stage of my journey he was proud to help 
me by pulling me in his slipstream. “Bienvenuti a 
Palermo,” he said when we arrived in his colourful 
hometown. 

The next day I got on a ferry to Genoa to take 
the train back home. After five weeks in the saddle 
I took a nap on deck to review our great adventure, 
dreaming away beneath a bright blue sky. 

    
Felix Wölk is at www.felixwoelk.com.  
Pilots: Tobias Böck, Jochen Schweizer and Felix 
Wölk. Wings by Ozone


